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ABSTRACT
Atlamic cod (~ ~) has b«n the economic foundation for the settlement and
maintenance of communities along the coastline of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Although there has ~ some economic diversification throughout the past century. today
the vast majoriry of coastal communities continue to be dependent on the fishery for their
continued existence. Cod will playa major role in their future survival
HislOrically. the fishery with the greatest impact on coastal communities was the inshore
cod trap fishery. This has proved 10 be the most efficient method of taking large
quantities of cod in a shan period of time, The cod Irap season is a relatively shon: one.
based on the annual feeding migration of cod to inshore waters This feeding migration
coincides with the spawning of capelin (Mallotus ~).
Cod trap catches have a spatial and temporal variability in landings. In the NAFO area
2J3KL (Northern Cod), trap landings have fluctuated between 15.000 to 50.000 metric
tonnes (Harris. 1990). While the cod trap was used throughout Newfoundland and
Labrador. the majority of the catch occurred in 2J3KL
In general the cod trap fishery has failed to generate the economic returns that it is capable
of producing. If rural Newfoundland and Labrador is to survive. then the fishery and in
panieular the inshore cod fishery must continue to play an integral role. Even as the cod
fishery rebounds around the province. limited Total Allowable Catches (T AC's) will not
ensure sufficient returns for everyone involved. Low quotas will mean that fishers will be
forced to do more with less and the emphasis will shift away from \'olurne and towards
maximizing the value.
A unique concept for increasing revenues from the Newfoundland and Labrador cod trap
fishery is the idea of cod grow out. Fishers have the opportunity to double the weight of
their fish in a three to four month period by holding them in cages and feeding male
capelin and other baitfish such as herring and squid. Flesh yields and overall fish quality
can be improved so thai the fish can achieve a higher market value. As well. these same
fish that would normally be sold in June· August when market conditions are less than
favorable. can now be sold in November - January when higher returns are experienced in
markets. From a processor's point of view. cod grow oul is a potential solution to many
of Ihe processing and marketing problems associated with the purchase of trap cod. II
also allows for a controlled supply of cod which can lead to stability and higher prices in
the marketplace
From the perspective of fisheries resource managers. the concept of cod "grow out"
cannot be overlooked since il maximizes the value from a limited resource. There are also
significant economic benefits to both harvesters and processors. The idea of a pannership
between the two should not be ruled OUI. Cod growoul has the potential to be an industl)'
of its own that may compare or even surpass the economic returns generated. from the
wild cod fishery. II is not unrealistic to forecast a cod growen association that will have

Iii

the potential to produce somewhere in the vicinity of20,000 MT of farm raised cod within
the next five years. In terms of additional revenue generated into the economy of the
Province. potenlial economic benefits are significant. 20.000 MT of farm raised cod sold
for SI a pound on average will yidd S44 million as compared to S5 I million for the
starting stock at an average of SO ]] a pound. Government has to promote this industry so
that experienced fishers can become fish farmers. For this 10 happen, fishers have to be
able 10 access a relatively cheap starting ~ock with a cheap source of feed
Research has indicated that the grow out of cod is biologically possible if the logistics of
collection near cage sites, and food supply can be achieved. More research is also needed
into the processing and marketing of this fish product 10 address facton $llch as the rigor
mortis process. and gaping of the fillets. High gro'oVth rates obtainable in net cage culture
in combination with better quality and higher markel prices from the period of late
November to March suggests that an economically feasible cod grow out operation is
possible and foreseeable As the commercial cod fishery of the province reopens. it is
obvious that an opportunity exists to increase the value of the inshore cod trap fishery,
A study conducted in 1997 showed that such a concept is biologically viable. Growth
rates and market reaction to the products produced were more than favorable, If the
success of the 1997 pilot project can be duplicated in the future on a larger scale, then the
foundation will be laid for what promises to be a viable commercial undertaking.
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Chapter I: Introduclion
Allantic cod (

~

morhua ) has been the economic foundation for the grO.....1h of a

settled community along coastline Newfoundland and Labrador Although there has been

some economic diversification throughout the past century. it is true even today that a vast
maioritv of the Newfoundland coastal communitie!> that were built upon a tnundation of
cod are still largely dependent upon that resource for their continued existence This has
become abruptly apparent with the continuation of the moratorium in 2J3KL in the

absence of a compensation program

If rural Newfoundland is to ha\'c any economic basis for survival. then the fishery. and in

particular. Ihe cod fishery must play an integral role

The consequences of this

dependency have been vel)' dramatic in the lasl lew years of moratoria on Nonhem cod
and since the limited reopening of stocks at low Total Allowable Catch (TAC) levels will
nol provide enough resource to «onomically wppon the induslry Fishers will be forced
to do more wilh less of the resource and must shift from a volume driven fishery to a
fishery which maximizes the \'alue from Ihe catch.

For years the cod trap has dominated as the most popular harvesting method for Atlanlic
cod. A problem which has been associated with this harvesting tednique is that it catches
a high amount of small fish during a relatively shon season.

This has historically

generated lower returns per pound to the fish harvester in comparison to other harvesting

~thods_

Most of this raw material ends up as flozen block, due in pan

becau~

of lhe

small size of the fish. and the nature of this fishery (ie high landings in a short time frame..
summtt weather conditions. deteriorating flesh texture. etc) The end result is that bolh
fish harvester and !ish processor do not reeeive the lUll polential economic benefils fTom
this resource

The challenge for fisheries resource managers is to overcome these haI\'esling and
processing problems. and ensure the ma.ximum economic returns flom the limited
resource. The majority of fishers in Newfoundland and Labrador fish the inshore area in
vessels less than 35 feet. and many of these use cod traps (particularly in NAFO area
2JJKL· see Figure I I). As the fishery of this pro\ince rrouilds. anemion has to be paid
10 Ihe cod trap fishery to enSlJre the past problems are o....ercome

A unique way to address some of the problems of lhe inshore cod trap fishery. is to
develop a cod grow OUt induslry Small fish caught in lhe summer momhs can be held in
cages for a IWO to three month period, whereby they can double their weight. and be
harvesled as a tOp quality product when market condilions are more favorable.

The

benefits of cod grow out address many of the lUndamenlal problems associated \llith the
cod trap fishery, and can be a means to maximize the value of this resource
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Figure I.t: Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization Are. Map.

1.1 Purpose and Scope of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the concept of cod grow out as a means to
increase the economic value of the cod trap fishery of Newfoundland and Labrador The
study will address past problems with the cod trap fishery such as gluts. quality. low
prices. and seasonality Furthermore. it will examine cod grow out from a biolop,icaL
economic. and technological persp«tive

Cod grow out will be presented as a potential solution to these problems. In this regard.
the paper will e:<amine the history of cod grow

OUI

in Newfoundland and Labrador and its

developmental limitations over the past few years While keeping Ihe biological aspects of
the species in mind. this study will focus on the economic. and technological aspects of
such a venture. This will include a review of cod grow OUt operations in 1997 Future
considerations of cod grow out will be discussed further in the context of a reopened cod
fishery with limited quotas. as well as business structure

1.2 Justification (or Research
The fishery of Newfoundland and Labrador is in a process of restructuring. While the
development of shellfish fisheries in the offshore area has Ihrived in recent years, the
inshore (less than 35 feel) sector has virtually been waiting for Northern Cod stocks

10

recover. The cod trap fishery is the major source of income for most inshore fishers in the

less than 35 feet vessel class. It is critical that the past problems of high volume and low
value be

addres~

before the cod fishery reopens

"One of the major recurring problems associated with the
province's inshore fishery relates to the inability of inshore
cod trap fishers to dispose of all landings during the peak of
the cod trap fishery"

This was a

stat~nt

taken from a slUdy done in 1977 titled. 'Seasonallnshore Cod Trap

Fishery Glut'· by the Depanmem of Fisheries and Oceans. 5t John's. Newfoundland.
During the 1980's the solution to the glut was to increase processing capacity Now the
processing sector is downsizing. As recent as 1997. cod tish was dumped in NAFO area
3Ps because the shan fishing season pennitted the harvesting capacity to o..·er whelm (he
processing capacity of the area. Should this be allowed to continue and what can be done
to prevent it?

Cod grow

OUI

is one possible way

(0

ensure a top quality product that guarantees the

maximum economic. return. It is fair to assume that the inshore fishery of this province
will never be the same again. High volume landings will likely be replaced by low TAC's
and con~uently small individual boat quotas

Fisher'i will be forced to ma:emize their

returns from a limited amount of resource. It is possible to

pla~

the catch in a cage.

double its overall weight in a three rnomh period by feeding the fish with natural prey. and
then sell these fish for double their initial price?

1.3 Approach
This study will review all

~isting

literature as it relates to cod grow out

In panicular it

will review those studies which have focused on this concept for Newfoundland and
Labrador. Other sources of literature relating to the cod trap fishery of this province will
be examined as well. These will be used to illustrate the history of cod trap landini?s. and
the problems associated with such a fishery The information for this repon was gathered
from a series of library searches. both al Memorial University and the Depanmem of
Fisherie; and Oceans. as well as coniacts made with key industry personnel.

Chapter 2: Background
The cod lrap was

dev~loped

in the late 18605 by Caplain William H. Whitely. a

Newfoundland fishing captain operaling olf [he coast of Labrador (Department of
Fisheries and Oceans. 1983a), The traps are set in places where the cod are known to
migrate !o shore in large numbers ye:l.f after ye:lf. and where water deplh and bottom
conditions are suitable for mooring. This stationary, untended [rap was devised as an
a1ten1ati...·c to [he IraditionaJ cod

~ine.

which had to be continuously lished by a crew of

men_ Probably the greatest anraction of the cod nap ;s the enormous amount of fish thai
can be taken in such a short time (Depanment of Fisheries and Oceans. 1983a).

The cod trap season is relatively short compared to the lishing season in general. It usually
slans with a slow period of quite small catches in Mayor early June. peaking rapidly in
June or July. and tapers off just as rapidly to another low catch period in August. The trap
season occurs in early June during the annual inshore migration of cod which is linked to
a similar mshore migration of smelt-like pelagic fish called capelin ( Mallows

The history of cod trap catches is

on~

~)

of variability (Chen. 1993). The nature of the cod

trap itself is one of the reasons for these fluctuations in catch. It is a stationary gear set in
a specific location and must wait for the fish to come to it.

While the trap is used

throughout Newfoundland and labrador. the majority of the catch has historically
occurred in NAFO area 2J3K.L (Nonhem Cod) where past landings range from 15,000 to
50.000 metric tonnes (Hanis. 1990). One of the major problems that has facui the cod

!rap fishery in the past four decades is the fact that Ihese traps calch mostly small fish
(DFO,1983b)

Compounding the small size problem. trap cod are usually filled with capelin which leads
to rapid deterioration in the quality of the flesh. Inferior size and quality mean that trap
cod are usually processed imo frozen block fonn which traditionally receives a much
lower price in the market place when compared to fresh/frozen fillets This was reflected
in Ihe price paid to fishers for their fish (see Figure 2.1),

As well. small fish are most

pre\·a1ent during the trap season when most plams are "g!Ulled"

Fish texture already

softened by the warmer temperatures of shoal water and summer wealher may be fiJnher
softened by exlended holding times at the plam
often dumped fish which they couldn't

~Il

During times of high landings. fishers

because landings exceed processing capacity

Likewise. processors. in an elfon to handle as much of the catch as possible. have
oftentimes been forced to process all of the trap catch into block product (DFO. 198Jb)
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1:.1: Prices Paid For Head-On Gutted Cod
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Harvesting Mdhod (1989-93).

The inshore cod trap fishery of Newfoundland and Labrador has been associated with

8

spatial and temporal variability in landings (see Figure 2.2). It is not unusual that some

areas repon very good harvests while other areas have a bad year (Chen, 1993). The
current resource crisis and moratorium on fishing has led to a great deal of uncertainty

with respect to future fisheries. While all industry players have to accept the fact that
drastic action was required in the area of resource management, they also believe that new
initiatives are necessary for the long term economic survival of the industry. One such
initiative is the idea of cod grow out in Newfoundland using the four to five year old wild
fish from the cod trap as the basis for a new aquaculture industry.
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Figu~

1.1: Trap Landings By Week in 1989 and 1990.

Due to the biological limitations on the cod resource. the fishery of the future will no
longer be volume driven and fishers will likely be held to low quotas as the cod fishery
reopens around the province These same fishers will be forced to do more with less fish
in order to increase their economic returns. The ability of the inshore sector to employ
large numbers of people accomplishes government's employment objectives from a social
and economic perspective (Blackwood, 1996), and therefore cod grow out should be a
means to maximize the value of the resource. The benefits of cod grow out also address
many of the fundamental harvesting, processing, and marketing problems experienced in

the industry today.
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History suggests that the cod Hap 6shery of Newfoundland and Labrador which has
landed 32.000 MT on average in the 19805 has had !ievcre problems (Hams. 1990)
Fishers traditionally catch high volumes of small fish which not only yield very poor

quality. but also combine with unfavorable market conditions during this given time. These
factors will generally dictate a very low price· New England market price for fresh fillets
in June 1997 was S2.95 US a pound (Seafood Price-Current. 1997) compared to a price
0($4 30 US a pound in January 1998 (Sealood Price-Current. 1(98).

Given the past problems associated with large quantities of low valued trap cod generally
available in Newfoundland and Labrador in June. July. and August. it is obvious that an
opponunity e.xists

10

increase the value of this fishery. The high growth rates obtainable

in net cage culture in combination ""ith bener quality and higher market prices from lhe

period of lale November to March suggests thai an economically feasible cod grow out
operation is possible (Vardy. 1986)

2.1 History of Cod Farminit in Newfoundland and Labrador
Cod farming was pioneered in Ne....foundland by Seaforest Planlation limited in 1985
(Vardy. 1986). The basic concept for Ihis business involves harvesling low value trap cod
in summer and transferring the fish 10 sea cages for grow out.
several benefits over the traditional wild fishery.

This approach offers

First of all. the fish weighl can be

doubled in a three month period as compared to three years of feeding in lhe wild

12

(Kearley. 19(4). Second of all. because the fish are being held in an enclosure. their diets
can be controlled.

This can improve flesh yields and ma'timi:z.c overall fish quality to

achieve a higher market value. The objective was (is) to seH the fish for better prices

when there is a shonage in the New England markets (Department of Fisheries and
Aquaculture. 1998b)

This concept fbr increasing revenues from the Ne....foundland and labrador cod trap
fishery was tested by Seafares! Plantation Limited in 1986-87. Live Atlantic cod ranging
in length from 30 em to 60 em were collected from cod traps operated by commercial
fishen

These fish were purchased at the trap site and transferred 10 tanks on collector

boats and transponed to sea cages for maintenance and yow out

This research

concluded that given the varying nature of the inshore cod trap fishery. cod grow out
offered Ihe possibility of considerably augmenting the earning potential of the fishery while
in no way interfering with ils traditional conduce (Fisher. 1988).

Sea Forest Plantation Lid was founded on an idea of Mr Cabot Manin. In the early
19805. he noticed an increase in catches of unsaleable small cod fish. He knew that male
capelin caught commercially were discarded and wondered what would happen if you fed
these waste capelin to the undersized cod (Kearley. 1994). His idea worked. but it did not
become commercial because of the moratorium announced in July 1992. Despite this. in
1993. 153 people graduated from 12 cod farming courses held across Newfoundland. To
date. over 200 people have received such training (Kearley. 1994). The course. offered

IJ

jointly by Sea Forest Plantation and the Aquaculture Unit of the Marine Institute. was for
si:'l: weeks in duration and gave panicipants the skills needed 10 fann cod.

Training

emphasized "hands-on" experience. A sea cage site was set up wherever courses were
offered (Kearley. (994).

In \986 Sea Forest Plantation Limited was

develo~

as a capilal intensc. vertically

integr.ued corporation which coHected juvenile cod ITam Ihe trap fishery. grew them. and
ultimately marketed its own producl. The weakress of this approach became apparent
when the fishery failed at the sites where the fanns were located. These failures were the
r~1t

of a rapid decline in the inshore fishery after the laIc 1980s. This forced Sea Forest

Plantation to revise its corporate plan in 1990 [0 retlect the benefits gained through an
association of farms. This

~w

plan minimized fishery failure impacts by having a large

number of low cost produclion unils spread throughout Ihe major cod lisrung regions of
Newfoundland. A large number of small farms would produce sufficient produci volume
10 enable access to high value markels (Moir. 1994).

A 1992 moratorium on Northern Cod prevented Sea Forest Plantation from further
development along [hal model.

The company did however see Ihe moralorium as an

opportunity 10 spread the cod farming concept and. at the same lime. train fishers in an
occupation which complemented their fishing income.

In October 1992. under the

Northern Cod Adjustment and Recovery Program (NCARP). the company planned the
establishment of 20 sites with 20 students each as a training ground for cod farming. It

was intended 10 devclop these training sites as commercial entities in 1994 once the
moratorium was over and fishers were back fishing.

The equipment provided in the

program was to be used as capital assets for the

fisherslpan~

during the

commercialization phase. However. revised forecasts on the status of the Northern Cod
stock and the rapidly

wo~ned

condition of all other stocks in Newfoundland waters

caused a moratorium in all areas in which Sea Forest Plantation operated (Moir. 1994)
Faced with a lack of Iish from the wild fishery. Sea Forest Plantation invested a
considerable amount of time and money in the development of a cod hatchery (Moir.
1994). The plans for cod grow out operations were postpo"ed untillhe summer of 1997

The reopening of the cod fishery in NAfO areas 4RS. 3Pn. and 3Ps ;n 1997 meant that
cod would potentially be available for cod farming.

Through the cooperation of the

Fishermen Food and Allied Workers Union (FFAW). the Newfoundland Aquaculture
Induslry Association (NAIA). lhe Canadian Depanmem of Fisheries and Oceans (OFO).
and Ihe Newfoundland and Labrador Depanment of Fisheries and Aquaculture (OFA)

eight sites were sel«ted (seoe Figure 2 3) to esl:ablish small scale cod farms using a lotal of
67.000 pounds of cod. Despite Ihe failure of some sites. this slaning stock produced a
total of93.447 pounds of harvested cod in late fall (DFA., 1998b). The groWlh rates and
market response to the fish produced from these effons in the 1997 project. confirmed
that cod grow out could be profitable all a small scale. low technology level. These results
in combination with the reopening of other commercial cod fisheries of the province
should enhance a cod grow out industry of the future.

IS

Figure 2.3: Seletted Cod farm Sites for 1997 (OFA, 1998).

2.2 Developmental Limitations
Initially, fishers did not recognize the incentive for farming cod when one could catcb high
volumes anyway. When Sea Forest Plantation Ltd. revised its corporate plan in 1990, the
idea was to have a large number of low cost production units spread throughout the major
cod fishing regions of Newfoundland that would produce sufficient product volume so
that the company could gain access to high value markets.

All product would be

channeled through Sea Forest Plantation to be processed and marketed. Fishers didn't

favor this idea of being controlled by a company and as a result, the interest in cod farming

was not generated as anticipated. in fact there was resistance to the idea There was also
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some skepticism by fishers regarding whether or not this could actually work. While the
imposition of a cod moratorium in 1992 convinced man)' fishers to take a second look at
cod fanning. the continued closure diminated all access 10 trap cod and prevemed any

development in the 1992 to 1997 period.

17

Chapler 3: Biological Aspecls of Ihe Species
The Atlamic cod is characterized by its adaptability to different environmental and feeding

conditions. It is this characteristic of flexibility which makes the cod such a panieularly
interesting and challenging research animal. Cod are tound in both the. onh West and

;-..:..mh East .-\llantio: and f\irm populations Oi

iUX:ki.

L:ntil recently. one of the largest cod

stocks in the world occurred otfthe Nonheast coast of Newfoundland and Labrador - the
Northern Cod stock. This stock inhabits NAFO statistical divisions 2J. 3K. and 3L. and
range in<a divisions 2GH. and 3NO (Harris. \9(0).

In fish farming. it is imponam to understand which environmental conditions the lann

animal requires for survival. and growth in captivity

hen though cfl\ironmenlal

conditions close to the tolerance level are not fatal. they can be below optimum. which in

[urn can limit gro....1h. The environmental conditions where one can expect good growth
are therefore much more desirable than the tolerance level (Norway's Ocean Research
Institute.. 1985). The following

parameters are examined to evaluate the potential

suitabilityllimitations of cod grow out in the near shore waters of Newfoundland and
Labrador.

3.l Optimum Conditions for Grow Out
Along the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador the average temperature varies
significantly, and there can be relatively large local temperature variations. Cod develop

I'
plasma glycopTOleins when in danger of freezing.
when the cod are exposed

[0

With unusually low temperatures or

tempc:ralure shock. monaJilY can occur (NOR!. 1985) Cod

prefer a temperature range from 9·\7 • C (Bohle. 1914) This also cOlTesponds with the
temperature where stomach evacuation rate, feed intake. oxygen consumption after feed
intake. and probably other physiological processes are maximized

Ma.ximum f«<t intake

occurs at higher temperatures for small cod (30-45 em) than for larger (70-80 em) cod.
with maximum intake for small cod at 16" C and for large cod at 14 ~ C (NORI. 1985).
Cod held in cages in the upper waler column in the July to November period should
experience good to optimum conditions in Ne.....foundland.

The body plasma in cod has a salinity of 10 ppt. which is much lower than the salinity of
sea

Walef

Cod will constantly lose water ITom the body through osmosis.

To

compensate for this water loss and to maintain the low salinity in the body tluid the fish
must drink sea water

The salt from this water is eliminated through the gills and in the

excrements. This elimination of salt is energy consuming (Lagher d aL 1977)

Adult

Atlantic cod can tolerate a salinity of 243 ppt at temperatures of 5-6 II C. but become
visibly disturbed at salinity levels less than 4-5 ppt (Yin and Blaxter. 1987). Temperature
seems CO affect salinity tolerance. since in low salinity water cod become stressed and may
experience mortality.

Water with a relatively high temperature and low salinity seems

therefore to be physiologically damaging for cod. bUI systematic investigations on the

effects of differem salinity - temperature combinations on growth are not well known
(Bren. 1(79). Salinity will playa major role in site selection for grow out.

In fish farms with high densities of fish. the oxygen comem can beeome a limiting
environmental factor The oxygen conSl.lmption is dependent on various factors including
the water temperature. fish size. activity level. and whether the fish is digesting food or is
stressed (Brett. 1979). The cod's oxygen consumption at rest (little swimming activity)
and without food in its stomach is called the resting consumption (Brett. 1(79), When the
fish is fed to satiation. oxygen conSl.lmption rises rapidly. It takes several days aller the
meal before the oxygen consumption is down to the resting level again. With regular
feeding.. the cod's oxygen consumption is held al a high.

~evel

If the level of oxygen

concemration in the water is below saturation. the cod fish will compensate by increasing
the amount of water il pumps over its gills. This may affect the fish's appetite and overall
growth Therefore. in order to maximize growth. the oxygen level should be as close to
saluration as possible (Bren. 1979)

The cod's S\lr;m bladder is formed at the larval stage as an outgrowth of the Itont pan of
the digestive tract (Elleltscn et aI.• 1981). This bladder functions as a buoyancy regulation
organ, but also contributes to hearing by detecting the hydrostatic pressure differences and
the sound waves (Hawkins and Rasmussen. 1978). When the cod's living depth increases
so will the pressure. This will cause Ihe swim bladder volume to shrink and for« the cod
to release gas into the swim bladder to maintain neutral buoyancy. With a shallower living
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depth the surrounding pressure decreases and gas must be taken from the swim bladder to
come into e<juilibrium. If the living depth and surrounding pressure reduces rapidly. the
swim bladder can burst and the gas from this bladder will !low out of the vent. A ruptured
swim bladder will usually heal (NORL 1985).

In the sea. low frequency sound transmission is better than high frequency sound. For
example. the cod's hearing is best at low frequencies. Both the inner ear, swim bladder.
and lateral line system function as hearing senses (Tavolga et al. 1981), Cod can perceive
the direction of the sound source if this source is close enough to the fish. and it can
distinquish different fTequencies (Schuit: 1975), Boat mOIOrs make low frequency sound
and can easily scare cod. Slill. cod seem to become easily accustomed to sound if it is
exposerllo it often (NORL 1985)

Sight sense is well developed in cod and has several functions. First of alL it is userl for
locating and identifying prey as well as enemies. The lens in the cod's eye is round and
moves backwards and forwards when the fish adjusts its sight to "near sight" or 'far
sight" When light conditions change. cod must adjust their sight to Ihe new conditions
The maximum distance a cod is able to see an object at will depend on the lurbidity of
Ihewater. In the spring plankton bloom, tms may only be a few metres (Anthony, 1981)

2\

During swimming cod use the muscle mass on both sides of the venebral column. The
white muscle comprise moSt of the muscle mass along the body This muscle consists of
muscle segments (myomeres) with connective tissue in between the segments The dark
muscle which has a high blood now. lays just below the skin and is used for swimming al
low speed. The while muscle is used for greater swimming speeds over soon distances

(NOR!. I(85). Cod cannot swim faster than 2-} body lengths

~

5e<:ond for long periods

ISoofiani and Priede. IgS5) Large cod have a slower swimming speed expressed in body
lengths per second than smaller cod (Wardle. 1977).

The swimming pattern for cod

during great speed is characleriLed by periods with fast swimming tor a few seconds

followed by a res!. After rapid swimming which causes an increased oxygen consumption.
lactic acid accumulates in the white muscle creating an "oxygen debl~ which can continue
for more than a day <Soofiani and Priede. 1985) This causes stress on the fish and has a
negative impact on growth Future studies on texture of caged fish with high growth r1tes
is necessary to ensure the quality of the flesh is optimized

In nature. the cod's skin colour varies according to the environmental bal:kground. The
colour of the skin is caused by pigment cells (chromatophores) which can contract and
expand to change the cod's colour according to its surroundings. Cod detecl the colours
of the environment through sight. and then change the colour of their skin. Individuals in a
population can have a body form which differs from cod in anolher location. While it is
not known which factors determine body fonn, it could be genetic differences between
populations or environmental factors when the cod are young (NOR!. 1985). Site
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selection should consider this factor since colour may affect
h~ad

pot~ntial

markets for

fr~sh

on gutted product.

Cod seem to feed

mor~

dfectively in groups than alone. During the feeding and spawning

migrations. schools can be observed to disperse when it gels dark Cod can be taught to
visit a feeding location by sound signals when feed is supplied (Midling

~t

aL 1987) This

type of learning is called conditional learning and is an important part of the cod's
adjustment to

th~ ~nvironmenlal

conditions. Cod seem to have an excellent ability to

adapt to changing environmental conditions. and learning seems to be an important part of
this adaptation ability

3.2 Migration Patterns
The principal fishing gear used to collect

th~

starting stock in cod farming is the cod trap.

This gear is ~ssential because it acts as a holding pen for the cod until they can be moved
to the cod farm (Fisher. 1988). Cod traps
migrate to

shor~

ar~

set in places where the cod are known

in large numbers year after year. and where water

d~pth

conditions are suitable for mooring. The cod trap season is a shon one and

10

and bouom

occu~

during

the annual inshore cod migration. This migration is tied to a similar inshore migration of
capelin which usually begins in early June

3.3 Adaptanon to Farming
Wild caught cod can adapt rapidly
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cage nelS and learn quickly to take feed from lhe:

surface (Kvenscth. 1985) II takes about a month lallowing capture until most of the fish
are eating -dead feed" (Jobling. 1983). Several observations ha"e indicated thai cod are
reluctant to go to the surface for tOad during sunlight hours. and that cod Slay higher in
the cage in the late afternoon and evening than during the day Their appetite seems to be
better in the afternoon. and poor appetite is recorded during sunlight (NORI. 1985), Cod
react to unusual surroundings or unusual stimili by increasing oxygen consumption. even
though there is no visible stress reaction by the fish tSundnes. 1980). One should therefore
disturb the fish as lillIe as possible

3.4 Feeding and Growth Rates
The cod's food vanes greatly with age. environment. and season. Prey size increases with
fish size which in tum decreases the competition between the different size groups

Cod

are generally seen as opponunistic feeders. and eat what is available at the lime.
Immedialely after capture. fish will be kept "off their feed"

This period could last

anywhere from five days to three weeks depending on holding conditions after capture.
transponation of stock, initial holding in grow out pens, etc., After being taken from the
traps to the holding pens. fish have post-capture stress and require a period of adjustment
to their new surroundings. Also. cod in July are gluned with capelin and need a period of
time to evacuate 'heir digestive tract (Lee, 1988).

Food con\'ersion and gro""1h are dependent on many factors such as temperalUre. stress.
feed composition.. size of fish. elc

The general rule of thumb followed in feeding fish is

to feed at a rate of 60/. of the stock weight l:\'ery second day to achieve a predicted weight
gain of

1-".

per day (DFA. 1998b).

If we look at the latest records of cod grow OUt

achil:\'ed in 1997 (see Table 3 I). the gro....th rate recorded indicate thai cod can double
their weight O\'er a period of just three months when fed a diet of capelin and

~uid

(Warren. 1998). There is a huge requirement for feed as each pound of growth requires in
excess of J pounds of whole feed fish such as capelin. herring. etc.. Assuming a food
conversion ratio (FeR) of 3.1. a farm starting with 50.000 pounds and producing 100.000
pounds of fish would need in excess of 150.000 pounds of feed (OFA. 1998b)
T.bl~

3.1: Growth lUtes per Sile for 1997 Trip Cod Grow Out Project.
Fish~r

Locllion

Crowth Period

0"
Wilfred Hedderson
Noddv Bav
63
Mdvin Reid
Neddies Harbour
77
David Dicks
little Harbour
112
Donald Pomerov
Greal Paradise
130
Wesley Williams
New Harbour
112
Wilfred Williams
New Harbour
112
Lindo Pitcher
Heans Content
98
Derrik Barrett
Old Perlican
112
Source. Department of Ftshenes and Aquaculture. 1998b

Growth in 0/.
WeiehtC..in
48

88

NA
NA
128
117
38

NA

Even in feeding, it is imponant to reduce stress as much as possible since stress leads to
increased susceptibility to diseases and increased monalities. Thus. stress has immediate
economic implications. Therefore it is imponant that the effects be recognized in the

"
rearing environment lie

feeding schedules and amounTS. food additives. and a

minimization of handling; stress) (Jobling.. 1988).

3.5 Mortality
.\ mortality rate of approximately

I·/~

traps to holding pens (Curtis. 19Q1)

is expected during the transporting phase from cod
In many cases the mortality rate is caused by the

change in environment. in particular the water temperature. and gas saturation

If the fish are held in a location close to their point of capture. there should be less of a
problem of adjustment to the new environment

During the 3 10 4 momhs of captivity. a

mortalilY rate of 1% per month is forecasted (Curtis. 1(91) These mortalities should be
removed from the cages on a regular basis to prevent the release of infeclive bacteria into
the pens

3.6 Diseases and Parasites
The crowded conditions arising from higll densities in fish farming facilities make it
important to have a good knowledge of methods of preventing and treating bacterial. viral.
and fungal diseases (Dutil. 1993), It is important that anyorlt planning to rear fish should
have a good knowledge of the most common diseases.
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There are two conditions to be panicularly aware of - vibriosis caused by the bacteria

Y.ili!i2

~.

and Trichodina. Vibriosis mainly occurs in lale fall in large cod. Symptoms

portray blood mravasation (haemorrhagic areas) around the eyes. mouth and forehead.

but seldom on the belly itself Characteristic signs of sick fish are gr~sh... swollen dorsal
and pectoral fins. together with increased mortality and reduced appetite. A.ffected fish
will start to founder at the surface of the water Larger fish sometimes lose their eyes as a

result of vibriosis aHacks

~

is a one - celled parasite which attacKS the skin and

mucous membranes. Affected fish display abnormally low appetite (NOR!. 1985)

Parasites are undesirable in cod farms for two reasons

First. they can sometimes cause

death. either directly or indirectly_ by making the fish more wlnerable to disease. Second.

parasites can reduce the market value of the fish by making it unappealing to consumers.
and costing a lot to remove. As is often the case for organisms in the natural environment.
cod play host 10 a variety of parasites. The best known parasitn of cod are nematodes
(cod worms) of the family Aisakidae (Dutil. 1(93)
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Chapter 4: Economic Aspects
As menlioned earlier. one of the major problems (hal has faced the cod trap fishery tor the
past four decades iSlhc fact that these traps catch mostly small fish (DFO. 1983b)

The

calching. handling. processing. and marketing of small fish are l1\Qre difficult lhan for
large fish The ttonomic impact" of small sized fish catches are

•

the fisher gets a lower price for his catch

•

the processor pays less tor his raw material. and gets a lower price for his marketed

produci
the processor has higher production

COSIS becau~

of lower plant productivity

•

plant workers will in the long run earn less income because oflower plant produclivity

•

ti.shers have

10

spend

ffiOfC

time culling. bleeding.. and gutting (he fish when the catch

is of small stu.
In addilion to Ihe size problem. (rap cod arc usually "gluttecf' with cape/in which leads to
rapid deterioration in the quality of the l1esh. Fish texture. already softened by the wanner
summer temperatures of shoal waler. may be funher softened by extended holding times at
the plant.

During times of high landings fishers often dump fish which they can't sell

because the plants are running at capacity. Processors in an effon to handle as much of
the catch as possible, have often been forced to process all of the trap catch into block
product (DFO, 1983b).

The cod trap season is a shon one. usually staning with a slow period of quite small
catches in Mayor early June. peaking rapidly in June or July, and tapering olf just as
rapidly 10 another low catch period in August. From a harvesling point of view. cod grow
out not only allows for a doubling of your catch., but it allows for an extension of your
tishing season or operations with a higher rate of retum. Prices are much higher for cod in
the laic falUearly winter lhan in mid summer.

As well dept:nding on the scale of the

operalion it may provide some additional employment in Ihe given area.

From a

processors viewpoint. cod grow out is lhe answer to many of their processing and
marketing woes addressed earlier II allows them 10 schedule production and meet market
demands on cue. Overall. Ihe economic retums ITom Ihe cod resource by utilizing cod
grow out are much greater than the traditional cod trap fishery

4.1 Newfoundland and Labrador Cod Trap Landings
The history of cod trap landings is one of ups and downs. Calches in one year may be
excellent wilh fishennen gening more fish than they can handle. while in other years there
may be a complete reversal. While Ihe cod trap is used throughout Newfoundland and
Labrador. the majority of the catch occurs in NAFO area 2J3KL (Non hem Cod) where
recent landings range from 15.000 10 50.000 MT (see Figure 41)
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Source. Hams, 1990.
Figurr: 4,1: Cod Trap Landings for NAFO Area 2J3KL.

The cod trap fishery has played and may continue to playa very important role in the
economy of Newfoundland and Labrador. This fishery has been associated with a spatial
and temporal variability in landings (Chen, 1993). This method of fishing is the most
efficient method of taking large quantities of cod fish and if properly managed it can play
an even greater role in the inshore fishery of this province. It is therefore imperative that
full economic advantage be taken of the quantities of cod fish that annually migrate to the
inshore area (DFO, 1977).

'0
.....2 Product Form
Du~

[0

~ovemment

restrictions. the two main forms of cod e.'{pon from this province arc

fillets and block. Since most of the fish landed in cod craps are small and of poor texture.

a majority or this fish ends up being processed into cod block. Traditionally cod block has
been worth a 101 less thai rillcts in the market so the result IS that the processors

r~eive

less for their product and in tum. the fishers receive less tor their calch. The end resuh is
that Ihe potcntial economic return is not fully received for Ihis resource

By placing these

same fiih into cages and f~ing them for a J month period. the same resource .....ould
provide much greater return to the economy Let us look al a simplified example

•

fisher harvests 10.000 pounds of cod which can be sold in 1997 for S0.45 a pound

=

S 4,500

fisher places this same 10.000 pounds of cod into a cage and feeds il tor 3 months

end resoh:@20.000poundsofcod(assumingOmortality)whichwassoldin 1997 for

an average ofSI a pound
=

S 20,000

a difference ofSI5,5oo and while a fair sum oflhis will go for feed and other
the fisher/farmer will stilt see a good return

COSIS.

JI

consider thallhere is an additional S15,SOO generated from this same resource that

goes into the economy of the Prov;nce

In the 1997 experiment. the only two product forms marketed were fresh fillets and headon guned. These are the forms that generated ,he most return in the given market and this
is likely to be the case in the future, However, there may be other potential high priced
markets for this fish - the salt fish market of Greece and (laly (Parsons. Personal
Communication. 1998)

This CQuld be wonh exploring in the future as the amount of

fanned cod increases

One major concern with fresh fillet product produced lTom the farmed cod is that it

experienced a great deal of gaping. A fillet is said

10

gape when the individual myomeres

of muscle come apan. giving the fillet a broken and ragged appearance. This happens
when the material that binds the myomeres together, known as connective tissue. breaks
down. There appears to be several causes of gaping. one of which is the rigor process
(Stroud. 1968)

Rigor (rigor mortis) means the stiffening of the muscles of an animal shonly after death.
Immediately after death the muscles of an animal are soft and limp (pre-rigor condition).

J2

Eventually the muscles begin to stiffen and harden. and the animal is then said to be in
rigor

After some hours or days the muscles gradually begin to soften and become limp

agam

The animal has now passed through rigor. and the muscle is in the post-rigor

condition (Stroud. 1968).

Rigor results from a series of complicated chemical changes in the muscle of a fish after
death. The process is not fully understood. but it is known that factors like the physical
condition of the fish at death. and the temperature at which it is kept after death can
markedly alfect the time a fish takes to go into. and pass through rigor. The higher the
temperature when it goes into rigor. the greater is the rigor tension and the weaker the
connective tissue becomes, Thus the higher the lemperalUre. the more the flesh will gape.
However. strangely enough. if the temperature is lowered so much that the fish stans to
freeze while it goes into rigor, the connective tissue is again weakened. and gaping occurs
(Stroud. 1968). This is a very complicated process that requires more research

4.3 MarketsfPrices
The 1997 study focused its marketing effons on the Nonheastem United Slates because
of the attractive e.xchange rate and the positive history of marketing cod products in this
area. This has been and will likely continue to be a lucrative market for Newfoundland
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cod products (farmed or wild). Historically. fresh fiUets receive a much higher price than
cod block in this llWi;:et. Fresh fillets is on the upper pan of the pricing scale. while cod
block is on the lower end Head-on guned cod usuaJly ranges somewhere in between (see

Figure 4 2).

-+-FllIets
___ Head-on Gutted
--6- Cod

BkIck

1~7

Source Seafood Price-Current, 1995-97.
Figure 4.2: Average Montbly Pri<:f:$ or Cod Products in the New England Area (or a
Thru Year Consecutive Period; 1995--97.

The above figure also shows another important concept that should not be overlOOked.
The price paid for cod products is generally much higher in the November to March time

frame than for the other times of the year.

The cod lrap fishery of Newfoundland

coincides with a weak market for cod. This seasonal fluctuation in market price can be

addres~

by holding and growing the fish until the optimal market conditions in the

November to March period.

4.4 Government Regulations
Ordinarily. cod fish cannot leave this province in head-on gutted or head-olf gutted (oons
Th~

fish have 10 be processed to a further state before being exported. and the

processing must be done by a licen~ processor In 1997. a temporary exemption for the
export of cod in head-on gutted and head-olf gutted forms was obtained for the period of
November 26. 1997 to December 19. 1997 from the Minister of Fisheries and Aquaculture
(OFA. 1998b)

The Lieutenant - Governor in Council may make regulations which relate to the regional
distribution of processing licenses.. the development of the fishing industry of the province.

and other matters that are not directly related to lish quality (OFA. 1997) The minister
may issue licenses under this act subject to the conditions that the minister considen to be
appropriate

)j

For thc cod grow out fal"lTlen of this province. as the Act is at present. no cod can leave
this province in a whole state

However. litiS is not to say that such an event will never

ocwr. The Minister has the descresion 10 make an exemption provided it is justified

has an obligation 10 see that the

~rce

He

in question y;elds the bot economic returns 10

tht fishers. the processing industry. and the citizens of Newfoundland and Labrador

If

this can be provided by expoT1ing whole dressed cod, or the quality of the final market
product can be improved by shipping out a whole product. then it is likely to occur

A

reasonable assumption in this case would be that not all fanned cod will have to be filleted
to be exported. nor will it all be exported whole There should be a balance somewhere in
the middle. This is a very important issue that should be addressed in the
industry is 10 grow and prosper

futur~

if this
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Chapter 5: Analysis of 1997 Trap Cod Grow Out Project
As already discussed. the basic concept for cod fanning involves harvesting low value trap
cod in summer and transferring Ihe fish to sea cages for grow out and sale in late fall.
Although this concept was successfully pioneered nearly thineen years ago. it has never
been commercialized.

One of the biggest limiting faclOrs for development was the

Nonhem Cod moralOrium in 1992. This vinually remO\'ed the supply of small trap cod
for potential grow out

The closure of other areas of the Province in 1994 resulled in

fishers not being able to access any fish

Even with pressure from the industry.

researchers. and the Province to allow fish to be caplUred. grown 001, and then released
into the wild. the Federal Government would not allow such a venture. Such an initiative
could have nOI only helped the overall stocks. but it would have provided

va.luabl~

research into the entire grow out process and fonned (he basis of a future cod grow out
industry

In 1997. the reopening of the cod fishery in several NAFO areas meant that fish were
available for cod fanning. The FFAW in conjunction with a number of fishers who already
had licensed aquaculture sites recognized Ihe need for fishers 10 add value 10 reduced
quotas of cod. through fanning.

This resulted in a proposal being submitted to Ihe

Aquaculture Component of the Economic Renewal Agreement to establish a number of
fisher operated cod farms around the island to test and demonstrate technical feasibility
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and profitability. In addition.. given that cod farming using fish ITom cod traps is only a
seasonal endeavor (June

10

December). it was imponant to see if e:'<pensive fann cages

and equipment such as wellboals were essential to the overall oper.ulan.

The main objective of this cod grow oot project was 10 assess the economic viability of
such a venture.
technolo~ level?

Was it profitable to undertake

cod farming on a small scale. low

The growth potential of wild cod over a particular time frame in

aquaculture operations where the tish can be fed to satiation had 10 be measured. even
though this was done by earlier researchers. Quality of farmed cod products. as well as its

acceptability, pricing. and market interest was a key concern. It was also important to
raise any key issues for future consideration.

s. t

Resource

In total 70.383 pounds of cod was distributed to eight small scale cod farms. With the
exception of toose fishers in Trinity Bay where commercial fishing remained closed.
panicipants were responsible for acquiring the cod required to stock their farms. Two of
the ten fishers were unable to secure fish for their farms. and CQnsequently farming
operations did not materialize. The operator in Burgee was faced with the problem thai

cod trap fishing was not lraditionally conducted in his area. Although an attempt was
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made to lake live fish from hook: and line gear. he could only gather 50 pounds of cod to
stock his cage. The other fisher was from 51 Lawrence and he was unsuccessful in his

trap fishing (DFA. 1998b).

Fishers in Placentia Bay and on the West

Coasl conducted typical trap fishing procedures

to obtain their starting slock (see Table 5.\ for staning stock of all sites). Fish for Trinity
Bay farms was purchased from fishers in Southern Harbour. Placentia Bay. An agreement
was reached with four licensed fishers to purchase their tish at a price 01 SO.55 per pound.
The high price paid in 1997 to those tour fishers was due to the fact that a low quota

(10.000 tonnes) meant a shon season. Combined with this was the facl that these fishers
were uncertain about the e...;lra work and lime to successfully deliver live fish As a result,
fanners were in a weak bargaining position (DFA. 1999b)

"
TaMe 5.1: Firm Sites and Production in 1997.

Localion

Stlrting Round
Wei hi Ib5.

Final Round
Wei hi Ibs.

Noddy Ba

10,397

15.389

0.986

13.153

Harbour

<.000

990'

Donald Pomeroy

Great Paradise

9.000

250·

Wesley Williams

New Harbour

10.000

22.800

Wilfred Williams

New Harbour

10,000

21.700

Lindo Pitcher

Heam Content

10.000

13.819"

Derrik Barrett

Old Perlican

Frshtr"

Wilfred Heddcrson

Melvin Reid
David Dicks

Neddies Harbour
Littl~

Total

10,000

5.346"

70,383

93,447

" denotes thaI there were fish lost during the grow out period

Source' Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture. 1998b.

S.2 Harvesting Operations
Fish grown in TrioilY Bay had to be transpon~ from Placentia Bay by a specially
equipped tanker truck. All other fish was moved using lowing cages. Harvesting of the
cod intended for the cod farms was a fairly simple procedure. Preferably the headline of
the holding pen is sewn to the headline on the back of the trap where the fish are to be
"dried up". As the fish are gathered, sufficiem weight is anached to the headlines to

subl1lffgt: lilt: sidt: of tllt: pen and the trap 10 a dt:plh whert: Iht: fish can s....im from !he lrap
imo lhe pt:n.

Another lTlt:thod. though 1t:SS t:fficit:nt. is to sew a cod bag (a panel of

nelling wilh the t:dges St;wn togt:lher to fonn a long bag commonly used to hold exct:ss
catcht:s takt:n in cod traps) onto tht: head, or cUI and dry the fish out into it The bag is
then towed to the holding pen located in a position to access cod from a number of traps

The concept for this project was
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do it as cost effective as possible. This meant only

buying necessary equipment where possible

Following is a list and brief descriplion 01

some of the equipmenl used for this project.

Holding Pens

Nets 112m x 10m x Sm. knot less 45mm square mesh) were purchast:d from Seaforest
Plantation Ltd. and modified.

Modifications involved adding tIoalS to Ihe headline and mooring these at the fum
site.

The use of these pens voids the requirements for a wellboat.

Grow out Pens

•

Construct and install roof on holding pen.

sOm circumference double collar HOPE plastic (poly pipe) aquaculture cage \loith Sm
deep net.

Towing Cages (two types)

Sea Forest 3m x -1m single collar HDPE plastic

Cod Bag (Noddy Bagl rigged with rigid cable or wire hoops intenninently along the
length.

The cod han;ested (46.000 pounds) in Placentia Bay lor the lour fanns in Trinity Bay
were towed from the fishing ground in the SOm plastic cage and moored at Southern
Harbour tor a period sufficient to allow lor the digestion of stomach contents, This was to
prevent the fouling of transport water as a result of regurgitated matter At this poim the
fish were weighed and loaded into a tanker truck equipped with oxygen support. Four
loads of 10.000 pounds each were delivered to each of the farms in Trinity Bay

The

transport of cod either by lowing in sea cages or truo:k did not pose any serious concerns
other than the cost which varied depending on volumes to be trucked and the distances
involved. In this case. truck transport added an additional $0.10 a pound to the cost of
the starting stock (DFA. 1998b).

After Ihe fish were lransferred to lhe grow OUI pens. fishers followed up with feed and
moniloring. Food conversion and growth are dependent on a number of factors such as
temperature. stress. feed composition. size of fish. eiC. (see Table 5 2 for total feed used
and food conversion ratios for each site in 1997), The general rule of thumb followed in
feeding Ihe tish was 10 feed at a rate 01'6'% o1'lhe stock weight every second day (OFf\.
I 998b).

T.blt 5.2: Toe.1 Feed Ustd ud Food Convtnion Ratios (or 1997.

Fisher

Loution

feed Amount (Ibs.)

Food Convtnion
Ratio

Wilfred Hedderson

Nodd Bov

19.945

4.1

Melvin Reid

Neddies Harbour

2].7]6

],8:1
NA

David Dicks

Little Harbour

8.000

Donald Pomeroy

Great Paradise

11.S17

NA

Weslev Williams

New Harbour

·0.305

37:1

Wilfred Williams

New Harbour

-47.3]1

,.\

Lindo Pitcher

Hearts Content

JJ.980

NA

DerrikBalTelt

Old Perlican

22.578

NA

Source: Department of fisheries and Aquaculture. I998b.

As can be expected, there is a huge rcquiremenl for feed as each pound of growth requires
in excess of three pounds of whole feed such as capeiin. herring. and squid. As a result. a

f'arm producing 100.000 pounds of fish would need

appro~mately

150.000 to 200.000

pounds of feed. Most of the feed used in the2 grow out trials was frozen and panially
thawed. Those fisher5 who didn't have enough feed in 1997 had the option of buying it
for SO 23 a pound. Given that this can add a tremendous expense to one's operation.
fishers are encouraged
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supplement their feed requirements through wild harvests of bait

fish such as herring and capelin. but only as long as the panicular seasons are open and
quotas are available

A key to this operation is the ability to control production and implement the handling
requirements necessary to produce a top quality product on a consistent basis. As the
production from the project tarms would be romewhat new to the industry. critical
assessment of the product could be anticipated. Therefore it was decided at the outset
that handling of the fish would wictly adhere to rttommended handling requirements for
cod.

S.J Processing Operations
In early November of 1997, Newfoundland processors were invited to submit proposals
for the purcha.sclprocessing of the farmed cod from this project. The final result of this
process was that Woodman's Sea Products would process the cod produced on the east

coast for a fee for service basis. Seafreeze Ltd would do the same with the west coast
produc!. but they also marketed the fresh fillets on a commission basis

Raw material available from the East Coast (Placentia and Trinity Bays) was processed at
Woodman's Sea Products, New Harbour. Processing costs for head-on gutted was SO 35
per pound and SO.9O per pound lor fresh fillets

These processing costs included

transponation 10 the plant, ice. labour, and packaging (except gel packs and

abso~t

sheets). The processing cost for fresh fillet produced by Seafreeze Ltd. was SO.SO
pound.

~r

This included transportation to the market, ice, labour. and packaging (DFA.

1998b). See Appendi.x I for 'Processing Procedures' and 'Product (hJaiity'

504 Marketing Activities
A.t a meeting invol..ing all panicipant:i. it was decided that the lish would be sold to
various markets to lest product acceptability and pricing. It was decided that given the
amoum available for market, and the attractive exchange rate and market contact:i. it
would be appropriate to concentrate in the North Eastem United Slates as opposed to
mainland Canada. II was also agreed that 80% of available farmed cod would be lest
marketed in this region of the United States, while the balance would be sold locally by the
fishers/fanners. The product destined for the United States would be split approximately

50150

belw~ fr~

fillets and fresh head-on gutted

A lemporary exemption for the

expon of cod in an unprocessed stale was obtained for the period November 26. 1997 to
December 19, 1997 from the Minister of Fisheries and Aquaculture (DFA. 1998b)

Sample shipments were sent to twO different buyeN in the
on the product could be oblained

Unit~d

States. so that feedback

Initial reaction was very favourable and both

buy~rs

indicated a willingness to worle with Newfoundland producers to market cod in the New
England area.

The nt'(t step was 10 proceed ""ith commercial shipments. Given the

positive resuhs of the samples. the two companies (Bristol

S~afoods

and

onh CoaSI

Seafoods) were approached with respect to purchasing quantities of head-on gutted and
fillets. It was agreed that because of the amount of product available and Ihe desire not to
create competition between these companies. future shipments would be sent to Bristol
Seafoods only

Later discussion with 8rislol Seafoods indicated that they are willing to worle with
Newfoundland producers 10 market fann raised cod.

Their preference is for head-on

gutted product which they could process to their customer's specifications or sell round to
their customm for processing at their own facilities. The quality of head-on gutted cod

was excellent during and after processing. Colour and texture were excellent as well.
Seafreeze Ltd. marketed fresh fillets to their established customer base in the United

States.

Two of the companies who bought the product. Stavis Seafoods and Slade

Gonon of BoSlon. were contacted. They reponed that the qualily of the fish was good
and they would have no problems repeating orders. The average prices r«eived for head·
on gutted and fillets were SI 60 and S3.18 (Canadian) (OFt\. 1998b).

Another marketing concept which was considered was the auction system. A sample of
1.800 pounds of head-on gutted cod was trucked to Ponland for sale on the Ponland Fish
Exchange. The sale occurred just after the United Siaies Thanksgiving Holiday at a time
when United Siaies boalS were unable to fish because of poor weather. The amount of
product available for sale at the auction was limited and as a result. this cod was
purchased by Nonh Coast Seafoods to satisfy an immediate market requirement at a price
higher than the average price of S I 11 US per pound The relum on a second shipment
was significanlly lower because market conditions had changed The price received was
significantly lower than the average of S1.12 US a pound This provided a good example
of the fluctuations in Ihe auetion market and the need to be willing to gamble on the
markelto obtain a favorable price for one's product (OFA. 1998b)

5.S Summary
The main objective of the 1997 cod grow oot projea was to assess its economic viability.
The results were very positive.

In the absence of government assistance. cod grow out

can be «anomically viable provided cenain considerations are not O\'er looked.

For

example. a cursory look at 1997 data suggests that a reduction in price paid for live cod
must be achieved if cod fanning is to be profitable No doubt as commercial cod fisheries
reopen around the Province. this cost will diminish

The 1997 efforts in cod grow out proved lhat it could be profitable on a small scale. low
t«hnology level. Growth potential surpassed expectations in some cases.

The overall

quality of the farmed cod products was good and market feedback was encouraging.
There were some questions raised about cenain operational and policy issues that required
further study and additional research before cod grow out can be brought to a commercial
level in Newfoundland.

Many in the fishing industry have viewed aquaculture as competition rather than as an
opponunity.

Indeed. cod grow out should be perceived as an opportunity - a way to

enhance what is already there. However. it is imponant that fishers can demonstrate the
biological and economic issues of cod farming. Initiatives such as the one in 1997 will go

a long way in making cod grow cui a commercial reality

Success in 1998 will be a key

[actor in determining the future development of the lrap cod grow out industry in
Newfoundland

Chapter 6: Business Structure
One of the ways to minimize the financial risk of the cod grow out operation is to
minimize costs.

The operation of independent farms on a small scale by

fishers is

compatible with this approach. Fishers are able to provide the required material and labour
at a nominal cost. thereby minimizing the risk and maximizing the economic return at
harvest. For example. a cod trap fisher should be able [0 provide the sianing stock and a
significant panion orlhe required feed for a two cage farm allittle or no e:l(tra COSl. In
addition. through their own tITans. help of family members.. and technological assistance

from an aquaeuituraiisl. one could handle all the husbandry and harvesting activities.

A four cage fann could be operated by several fishers or a trap crew to achieve the same
results with a nominal cost for inputs. They would all share in the economic return as
op~

to receiving a wage for their effons. The only cost (risk) in this process is the

benefit the oper.uor(s) would have received for the starting stock by selling it to the local
plant when caught. versus waiting out the three month grow out period at which time the
operator(s) would potentially receive a return compounded by the growth and the higher
prices paid for the superior product.
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Ideally, processors and tlshers should be panners in this sort of enterprise (Warren. 1997)

Processors have access to male capelio for feed and ample freezing capacity. plus they
have marketing expertise. Fishers have the expertise to operate the farms and deliver a
high quality product

1I's a sensible partnersrup according 10 Mr. Larry Yetman. an

Aquaculture Program Officer with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. The uneasy

relationship which exists between Iishers and processors is historic in origin and will be
difficult to change

6.1 Investment and Equipment
Cod farming is not reserved for cod trap fishers but these fishers have a definite advantage
in that their catch is taken alive. Their amount of investment should be minimal. given that
they already own a great deal of the required equipment. Fish caught by either hook and
line. or gillnets are often not suitable for grow out.

Existing trap fishers are able to

provide the required inputs at a nominal cost. thereby minimizing the risk and maximizing
the economic return at harvest

The cages in which the cod will be held account for the bulk of the investment, These
cages can be very elaborate. or very simplistic in design. In its simplest fonn, a holding
pen will be adequate for the new farmer. Table 6, I summarizes the basic investment

"
required for a two cage farm, In the investment summary it is projected that the most

viable panicipants will be licensed cod trap harvesters who already own a great deal of this

equipment
Table 6.1: TypicallRnstment (or a Two Cage Cod Grow Out Fann in Year I.

Requirements

Price

2 nets

$10.000

round Irapcod if necessary

$0.40 per pound (Approximatelyl

average feed cost

SO, 15 per pound ($0,07 + $0.08 for

freezing)

Source: Triaa.... Consultants Limited. \998

6.2 Operating Costs and Revenues
Operating costs for such a venture would include fish. feed. labour. fuel. repairs. and cage

maintenance.

All costS have a variable degree of assumption attached. Ideally all

operating costs should be minimal. but the costs should be realized. For example. if we
look at \997, then the starter stock could
another $0.23 per pound

COSI

as much as $0.55 per pound and feed

One of the critical elements in the analysis of the financial viability of an independent cod
farm operation is the extent of self-sufficiency with regard to staning stock and feed. The
degree of self·Sl..Jfficicmcy

win

vary with each individual fish fann and will be dependent

primarily on the effons of the owner/operator as well as the relative success of the fishery
for any given year in the area where the fish farm is located. Below is an e.>::ample of gross
revenues generated from a cod grow OUt farm (see Table 6.2).

Tablt 6.2: Gross Revenues Gentrated From a Sample Cod Grow Out Farm.

Item

Price

20.000 lbs

Income

Expenses

Balance

$040 per lb.

58.000

-58.000

feedl80.ooolbs

SOISperlb

$12.000

-$20.000

harvest weight

5100

staning stock

S32.000

$12.000

of 32.000lbs

Source: Trinav Consultants limited. 1998.

The fish farmer purchases 20,000 pounds of cod as stmer stock for an average market
value of $0.40 per pound. They are fed a total of 80.000 pounds of feed while in the
holding pens which costs another Sl2.000.

The weight of the fish doubles in

"
approximately 100 days for a 100ai weight of 40.000 pounds. However. the round weight
conversion

10

head-on gutted is 80% which yields 32.000 pounds of product. This then

sells for a market price less costs o(SI a pound. or S32.000 The end

r~1I

is a balance

of SI2.000 not accounting for fuel. repairs. etc. (Trinav Consultants Limited. (998) As
mentioned.

operaling costs vary

However the above illustration is a good example.

Such an analysis would demonstrate that the independent owner-operated cod farm is a

viable venture.

6.3 Processing Costs
As with any seafood producl. Ihe cost of processing depends largely on

the finished

product. Market niche will determine how Ihe product will be processed. and litis in !Urn
will determine the processing costs

For example. it costS more to process a filleted

product than to process a round head on gulled product. If we look at Ihe 1997 example
again. the cost for producing head-on gutted cod was SO 3S per pound. Fresh fillets were
processed for SO.90 per pound in one case and SO 80 per pound in the otner (DFA.
1998b). These processing COStS ill(luded transponation to the plant. ice. labour. and
pack.aging.

Processors know well the costs of processing and the given market demands. Their
ell;perienced labour force.

and state of the art machinery. allow them to process the

products in question as cheaply as possible. Processors adhere to a strict code of practice
which ensures a quality product. This is of utmost imponance in today's market structure.

Processing COstS associated with the historical cod nap lishery of yean ago may not
correspond to the coStS associated with processing cod grown in cages
much larger and thicker in general than wild cod

Caged cod is

This in itself will relale 10 lower

processing costs for the farmed cod. Plus. farmed cod allows processors the ability to
offer a top quality product consistently. From a processor's and marketer's viewpoint.
this is extremely important, Given that the fish are consistently bigger would suggest that
the yields from fanned fish are greater (Fisher. 1988). The ability

(0

schedule production

and to produce directly for the market will also produce significant returns.

6.4 Licensing Requirements
A successful cod fann must have access to a good site
locations.

Allhough ther-e are many such

it is important for farmers to investigale sites in terms of the biological

limitations outlined earlier and obtain a license. Three separate authorizations are possible:
a 'developmental license' which allows a pilot project to test a sile, but does not pennit
commercial sale, The license fee is $100 per specie:!Jsite a year. It is associated with a
permit to occupy Crown Lands. The fee for a permit to occupy is $ II 5 and a rental fee of
$4 per hectare renewable annually. The other option is a 'conunercial license' which.

renewed annuaUy, authorizes commercial operation. This license fee is $100 a year.

"
Associated with this license is a crown land lease. the fee for which is S115 plus S I00 for a
document fee, and a renta! fee ofS4 per hectare per year. You must also pay for a Cro\'ITl
Land survey of your site. With these two aquacuhure licenses. one nee:ls a Water Rights
Authorization under Section 20 of the Deoanment of the Environment Act There is a one

lime document fee 0(S2OO plus a S115 non-refundable application fee (DFA. 1998c)

Cod farming licenses are issued by the Province under
The Aquaculture Regulatjons 1988

(althou~h

~1~

and

some federal requirements must also be

met). The full process is explained in the following documents.

I A Guide 10 the Aquacuhure Licensing Process.
2 Introduction to the Finfish Farm Devetopmenl Plan.

Preparation of the development plan is very important as it must be properly completed
before the application for a license can be approved. The plan covers the first five years of
operalion. A plan must include such information as:

water temperalUre, salinity. currents, depth. shelter, wave action, and Arctic ice
conditions
a site location diagram
and the number ofcages. expected growth. and proposed production levels

The time from submission to approval can be 2 - 3 months Many separate depanmenu
have to review the application. The Registrar ....ill place a public notice in a local paper
asking for comments before deciding on the appllcuion Applications go to the Registrar
for forwarding to the relev:uu departments and agencies. including the Canadian Coast
Guard which must approve the site under the

~avigable

Waters Protection ACI (Sea

Forest Plantation Limited. 1993a)

6.5 Site Selection
The correct choice of site in :my fishing operation is vitally important since it can greally
influence economic viability by determining capital outlay. and by affecting operating
COSIS.

rate of production and mortality factors (Beveridge. 1987)

When a fish fanning

facility is 10 be placed in the sea.. one should have as great an understanding as possible of
the physical and biological conditions at that location. Knowledge of how to culture lhe
species to be fanned is also important. A thorough location selection process reduces the
environmental impact on the fish.. which in lum a!fects gro\Oo1h and immunity against
disease and parasites. An investigation of conditions such as wind. waves. and ice are
impollant to prevent damage or wreckage (Johnson and Olafsen. 1985).

In assessing a locality. the following factors should be investigated:

•

temperature

"
salinity
oxygen condition
current condilionlwater circulation

wind and waves
land and sea floor

lop~raphy

freshwater/ice conditions

pollution
distance

10

closest farming facility

The investigation of the location can either be done by the fish farmer or by companies or

organizations which specialize in this.
collected by survey work and

analy~

Although much of the data required must be

of water samples. in\'aluable infonnation can also

be gained by talking to local pec.ple about prevailinB wealher conditions and the
occurrancc of toxic blooms or pollution. Consultations wilh thml on the establishment of
a cage farm may also help avoid problems of poaching and vandalism.

6.6 Live Fish Transportation
Although Sea Forest Plantation Ltd. has demonstrated that it is possible to transport live

cod with very low incidents of mortalilY. it is very unlikely that such an option will be
viable in a commercial setting. For th~ purposes of this paper. live fish lransponation will
penain to movement by water

"
Transportation by water can be divided into four categories. One can use tanks on board

a vessel.. the vessels hold itself. an open hold vessel. or by a towed cagelbag. This lUI
method is Ihe most common method for shon distance fish transportation. It allows for
ready access to water exchange and it reduces handling.

However. it is a \'ery slow

process. especially when Ihc fish arc towed in a cage. II is imponam 10 note that knotless
netting is recommended for the cage

[0

reduce damage to Ihe fish (Anonymous. 1993)

6.7 Overwintering
One of Ihe major advantages of cod grow out ;s that ;t allows one

[0

hold its product until

market conditions are optimal. To take advantage of optimal market conditions it may
requin~

tish 10 be overwintered for at least several months

It has been proven lhal one

can make money by keeping cod ITom the Irap season 10 lale fall. but the question Ihat
remains is how much more could one make by keeping them an additional momh or two
No doubt the market conditions are better. but what are the environmental parameters for
the fish.-

A sheltered cove which freezes over early. panicularly where a small brook runs ouI. is
best for overwintering_ Fish will generally not feed between late December and early April
because of the cold water. As a result. these fish will lose weight. For example. a study
done in the winter of 1993 showed that cod fish lost 17% of their average weight due to
spawning and overwintering (Sea Forest Plantation Limited, 1993b). If overwintering to

"
any degree is 10 be a part of the grow QUI strategy. it is important to examine its costs and

financial rewards
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7.0 Fulure Consideralions
As with any new industry. there are bound to be growing pains

Initialives such as those

in 1997 will go a long way into heading this industry inlO the right direction_ Even though
all those people ;nvol\·cd in lasl years project would admit that the overall project was a
success. the real c\'a!U:l.IIOn of success shculd be by the interest generated for I QQSJ and
beyond. If preliminary records are any indicalion. the projttt was very successful. More
than 39 fishers want to gel involved in the cod grow OUI business for 1998. even though
there is no promise of any funding to help offset the costs (Warren. 1998), Such interest

is a retlection of the success achieved by those involved in last years pilot project and is an
indication that the potential for this type of aquaculture is finally being recognized by those
involved in the fishing industry

Mr larry Yetman <DFO. St. John's) said. "The key to this whole thing is that we've got
fishennen doing it themselves

It's not government or some big corporation or anyone

else from outside the community It's all being operated by fishermen and when thty see
fellow fishennen succeeding at it, then that's all the encouragement they need to get
involved themselves:' (Warren. 1998). This is a very important ingredient and was a
definite stumbling block to the early development of cod grow

OUI.
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7,1 Outlook for 1998
In \997 only 8 tishers were recruited to investigate the feasibility of cod grow

QUi

operations. even with the added incentive of a subsidy to purchase the live fish. to
transport them 10 the given sites. and to construct the grow out pens. Given Ihe increase
in pOiential participants for 1998 despite the absence of funding is a success story in itself.
It is anticipated thallhe biological and financial success oflhe projeci can be duplicated as

well.

The Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture has a new policy for issuing cod fanning
licenses in [998

As cod farming develops as a commercially viable venture, a policy for

issuing new licenses is necessary to ensure that this new aquaculture sector develops in an
orderly fashion. Individuals and companies who have cod farming licenses win continue to
hold them. and will be eligible to purchase cod from licensed cod trap harvesters. New
aquaculture licenses for cod aquaculture or grow out will be issued only to licensed cod
trap han:esters, For new entrants in cod farming in 1998, only 20 developmental licenses
will be issued, with priority given to harvesters in areas where a limited cod trap fishery
may be undenaken (Anonymous, 1998)

Licenses will be issued based on receipt of an application ITom cod trap harvesters who
have access to cod and have made arrangements to secure an adequate supply of feed
They must also provide equipment and cages necessary for. and agree to panicipate in a
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farmed cod marketing program. There is a limit of 20 new developmental licenses this
year. in addition to ]0 pre\-iously issued licenses. First priority for new licenses will be
given

10

cod trap harvesters in zones where cod nap fisheries are pursued. If however.

fe.....er than 20 applications are received from harvesters in these tones. consideration will
~

given 10 applications from harvesters licensed for cod trap fishing in other rones

(Anonymous. 1998)

If the success of 1997's pilol project can be duplicated in 1998 on a larger scale, then
lolefest will surely increase
promises

10

This is another step into building the foundation for what

be a viable commercial undertaking for this Province. This potential industry

is faced with many uncenainlies and questions that \\ill need to be addressed before it can

assume ils role in the economic development of rural Newfoundland

The future looks

bright for cod grow out. Even though there was a period of stagnation in its development.
the timing has never been ooler for its resurgence

7.2 Areas for Further Research
If [he cod grow out industry is to grow beyond 1997 levels to become an actual
commercial industry, there are many details to be worked OU1. One of the key issues to be
addressed is access to [he resource.

In 1997, grow out operators ended up paying a

premium price for [heir fish.. probably as a result of the fact that nobody was quite sure

"
how well the transfer of live fish from cod traps to pens would work

II is hoped that in

1998. the asking price will be closer to actual market price

Then Ihere is the question of obtaining adeqU31c

f~

It takes appro,omately three pounds

of feed to produce one pound of growth which can be a substantial amount of feed for a
particular operalion and indeed a polcmial industry in the makinsarises is if cod grow

QUI

The question that

is to become an industry someday. at what level will it be"

Better phrased. what level can we support? [f we look at the female capelin production
numbers from 1988 to 1993 (see Figure 7,1 l. and consider the workings of such a fishery,
then it is easy to extrapolate numbers of male capello being landed in the range of -40
million pounds in mosl years (DFA., 1998a) A factor of 2.3 is used 10 generate 10lal
landings ..'ersus pack OUt product (BlalCkwood. Personal Communication. 19(8). These

numbers have the potemial to produce 15.000 MT of growth from an original starting

S10ck of 5.000 MT of cod. TOlal production offarmed cod could be in the neighbourhood
of20.000 ~rr.

In 1993. it was predicted that the maximum produclion from cod fanns would bf: 15.000
MT given the available pelagic stocks (Sea Forest Plantation limited. I993c). This is
probably a more conservative estimation given the uncenaimy of the capelin fishery This
may seem far fetched at present. but it could be a realistic goal in the future

.
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Figure 7.1: Total Female Capelin Production (MT) for 1988-93.

In 1998, operators will have to secure an adequate supply of capelin, squid, or hefTing

before they can become operational

This wasn't an issue for participants in 1997, but

without the availability of any government funding in 1998, operators will have to carT)'

the cost of feed themselves. Feed prices will be a significant concern.

There are also concerns about how the fish from grow out operations will be marketed. In
1997 the province eased its restrictions on the export of unprocessed fish to allow it to be
marketed in head-on gutted form to obtain the highest possible returns. Whether or not a

similar exemption will be made in 1998 and beyond remains to be seen.

If cod grow OUI is 10

~xpand

into lhe future.

Ih~re ar~

many issues which will

addressed. As growth of th~ induslry continues. these issues will surely
have 10 be dealt with. Below are

som~

key issues for

futur~

hav~

~xpand

to be

and will

consideration.

7.2.1 Harvesting Issues
Fish taken from the trap are not weighed as the stress of weighing immedialely on site
would compromise the health of the fish and raise monality

lev~ls.

Acceptabl~

mechanisms 10 accurately weigh fish at point of capture without stress and loss need to
be developed.

Fishers and managers have no immediate way of knowin~ how much fish is involved
which increases lhe likelihood of quota overruns

•

Risk of dispute belw«n

th~

seller and buyer.

Methods to remove and account lor by-catch such as pollock and haddock need to be
addressed. (DFA. 1995b).

7.2.2 Processing Issues
•

Processing time, in terms of the rigor rnonis process. needs to be investigated.

•

E:'tcessi..'e gaping of !i11elS is a major concern.

To achieve and maintain continuous markelS. e.~ra care and Strict adherence to
product specifications must be taken. (DFA. 1999b).

Restrictions into Ihe e:'tpon of unprocessed fish from the province need to be redefined
10 include cod grown in captivity to be treated as any other aquaculture species

7.2.3 Marketing Issues
Cod farmers dependent on a supply of fish Irom fishers must be aware of the price
their farming operation can afford to pay bearing in mind that additional transpon
COSIS

might be required This can only be determined if specific markets and prices are

previously identified

Transportation options. such as air freight. less than truck load and full truck load.
need to be assessed in tenns of cost and condition of product upon delivery.

To ensure that a high market quality product is achieved. it must arrive on time and in
good condition.

Identify additional markets 10 ensure a proper product mix 10 achieve Ihe highest
relUmspossible.

Delermine if fish should be held longer during winter months to take advanrage of
higher market prices (DFA, 1998b)

7.2.4 General Issues
Technical issues. such as. cod nutrilion need to be examined more closely.

The

available cod diets need to be assessed to determine which ones provide optimum
growth and flesh quality. Cod being grown during the summer may not take
commercial feed readily and will need to be weaned

Access 10 stock. The unpredictability of the fishery poses a problem in planning and
commitment· commitment is difficult INithout fish.

Constructing nets. contracting

feed. etc. has to be done in the fall and spring prior to Ihe opening oflne cod fishery
With no assurance Ihal fish to stock the farm will be realized. the investment necessary
may not be fonhcoming.
Access to feed sources

Fishers can supplement Iheir feed fish requirement through

wild harvest but only so long as seasons are open and quotas are available. Special
quotas and seasons for aquaculture were not accepled by DFO.
may require lhe involvement of pr~ssing plants.

Freezing capacity

Site suilabililY. December through 10 February provide the best market opponunities
for farmed cod. Therefore. sites thai remain ice-free during this period would be ideal.

De-gilting fish removes the main source of bacteria. thus. slml"ing the enzyme process
responsible for the decay of fish

This ",ould ensure a higher quality product upon

marketarrivai.

•

Ability offarmers to purchase fish to slock their farms (DF..\... 1998b)

8.0 Summary and Conclusions
While all players have come 10 accept the faci that drastic action was required in the area
of resource management in the fishery of this Province. they also believe that new
initiatives are necessary for its long term sun.ival. One such initiative is the idea of cod
fanning in Newfoundland and Labrador using the 4

fO

5 year old wild fish from the (cd

trap

8.1 The Future of Cod Crow Out in Newfoundland and Labrador
If the results

Irom the 1997 cod grow out project arc any indication of the potential of

such a ...emure. lhe fulUre for cod grow out in Newfoundland seems very promising. Not
only can cod double their weight fTOm July to mid~November and improve their quality.

feed costs can be reduced by using locally caught species in fresh form. and in frozen form
when OUI of season. Some of this feed can be male capelin \l.'hich has been discarded in
the past.

Such a potential industry will have 10 assure that the farmed cod is marketed at the highest
possible price when demand is highest so that the harvester can be assured of a profit.
The cod farmer must be better off financially than if he sold the fish originally during the
traditional cod trap season when markets are depressed and prices are lower (Anonymous.
1998)

8.2 Conclusions
The greatest challenge facing fisheries resource managers in the future is to maximize the
economic and social benefits while minimizing the biological impacts_ It is fair 10 assume
that the fishery of this province will never be the same again· change is inevitable. Given
the

varyin~

nature of the in!>hore cod trap fishery. cod grow out offer!> the possibility of

considerably augmenting the earning potential of the fishery v.ithout interfering with its
traditional conduct (Fisher, 1988)

Due to the biological limitations on the Northern Cod resource, the Iishery of the future
will no longer be volume driven_

Fishers will likely experience low quotas as the cod

fishery reopens around the province. These same fishe:s will be forced to do more with
less amounts offish so that they can increase their earning potential.

The benefits of cod grow out address many of the fundamenlal problems experienced in
the fishing industry today_ However. it is unrealistic to think that this can take place in
every cove and harbour of this province. Geographic conditions dictate otherwise and site
assessments which include access to resource will determine the location of future farms

There is great potential for grow out rearing of young cod harvested from
Newfoundland's traditional trap fishery to increase the value of the fish harvested and
thereby increase Ihe incomes of inshore fishers. While the biological evidence is in place
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for such an industry to unfold, social. cultural, and logistic issues remain even before such
a venture is proven economically_ Given that all studies done to date on cod grow out
have focused on biological aspects. the economic analysis is lacking. While the potential
for cod grow out exists. there is more work required on economic, biological, and ethical
grounds before we run headlong into it

Given the past problems associated with large quantities of low valued trap cod generally
available in Newfoundland and Labrador in June, July. and August. it is obvious that an
opponunity exists to increase the value of this fishery. The high growth rates obtainable
in net cage culture in combination with better quality and higher market prices from the
period of late November to March suggests that an economically feasible cod grow out
operation is possible (Vardy. 1986), Ifil is to make a difference

10

outport communities

and the fishing industry in general. it will have to be structured in such a way that
optimizes the overall benefits of such a venture, This may in....olve partnerships with the
processing industry. and/or cooperatives being established in different regions of the
province.

8.3 Recommendations
Many unanswered questions require additional research. Important policy issues need to

be addressed before cod farming can be brought to a semi-commercial level in
Newfoundland. To achieve this goal we should

Implement a co-ordinated and controlled expansion of the trap cod grow out projt:(:t
beyond 1998 according to provincial and federal policy regulations. This should be
achieved by having one group or individual responsible for the project and coordinating all activities (ie. harvesting. processing, and marketing)

Review all available information with respt:(:t to the rigor monis process of farmed
cod. This is a very imponant process to be understood for it can correspond to better
market value Rigor may affect the quality in three ways:
toughness and high drip loss
gaping in fillets
and shrinkage of fillets

Hold a significant number of cod overwinter to determine whether this marketing
strategy is feasible given Newfoundland's climatic conditions.

This will not be

possible for a lot of sites due to ice conditions, but it should be explored in those that

Explore other or optional marketing strategies
nt:(:essary to identifY other market niches

As the industry grows it may be
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Evaluate different feed options. Cod nutrition is a very important issue. Attention has

to be given to the available cod diets to assess which ones provide optimum growth

and flesh quality

Allow fishers to obtain licenses to purchase feed fish such as herring. capelin. and
squid directly from other fishers This will go a long way in helping to make cod grow

out a viable industry

Fishers should be granted penuits to catch a certain amount of feed fish This could
be similar to the permit granted to lobster fishers, and should only be granted if

freezing capacity is nol available.

Pannerships between the growers and processors should be established wherever

possible.

It is important to take advantage of each other's expertise and capital

t:quipment when possible

Cooperatives can be arranged for growers in different regions of the province
Growers can share in expenses thereby decreasing individual expenses. and share in
the rewards of added marketing strengths.

"
A permanent exemption for the export of cod in head-on gUlled and head-off gulled
form has 10 be grimed. This could prove to be the major stUmbling block for this new
industry. Fish grown out from wild capture have to be treated as other aquaculture
products 50 that they can access the most lucrative markets

New entraniS should be required [0 have some training in the field of aquaculture

before being granted a license

Proper husbandry techniques will prove vital to the

success oflhis industry as it develops

The economic viability of cod grow out has to be studied in far greater detail. Projects

such as those in 1997 will go a long way in providing the necessary information to
demonstrate whether or not such a venture is economically viable.

PotemiailogisticaJ. cultural. and social difficulties which may arise from cod grow oot
have to be addressed.

7l
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APPENDIX

Processing Procedures

8l

Processing Procedures for Farmed Cod

Head...n Guned (HOG)
[)e·iced manually (without wlller)
Size Graded

- Small «3 SIbs)
- Market 0.5 - [Olbs.)
• Large (>10 [t-S)

Packaged
SO pounds of fish

~

Styrofoam canon

Ice placed in bottom of canon

Plasl:ic bag placed in carton
HOG fish placed (heads and tails)
Plasl:ic bag folded over and down into canon

Ice placed on lOp of plastic bag
Canon covered with Styrofoam. taped. and labeled

•

Palletized and transferred to chill room to await truck
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Fresh Fillets

Manually de-iced or de-iced in hopper with water
Machine filleted (Woodman's) and hand filleted (Seafrecz)
Machine skinned

Manually lrimmed and V-boned
Size Graded
Packaged

10 pounds per slyrofoam canon

Gel pack or ice placed in boltom of carton

PlaSlic bag placed in carton
Skinless. boneless fillets placed (skin side up)
Plastic bag folded over and down into canon
Carton covered with styrofoam. taped, and labeled
Palle1ized and transferred Ie chill room to await !ruck
•

Average finished product fillet )'ield = 42.8%

